THE CORRELATION BETWEEN URBAN OPEN SPACE OCCUPATION DIFFERENCES AMONG GENERATIONS X, Y, AND Z AND OCCUPANT WELL-BEING
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Abstract. As spatial occupants, humans expect the space to be designed to meet their needs and satisfy their goals. Thus, designers should identify the changing spatial uses and preferences of several different groups. The present study aimed to determine intergenerational differences among generations x, y, z in their preferences in open space occupation and activities and their well-being levels based on occupation types. The study was conducted in Trabzon province in Turkey. It aimed to determine the occupation types for different generational groups in urban open spaces. For this purpose, a survey was conducted with 70 individuals from each generation (x, y, z), a total of 210 individuals in urban open spaces and their well-being levels were determined based on their occupational objectives and usage. The analyzes and tests conducted on the collected data demonstrated that the generations x, y, and z had different objectives and conducted different activities in open urban spaces. It was determined that generation x used the urban open spaces for sitting, resting, chatting, reading newspapers, etc. activities, generation y used the urban open spaces for meeting their peers, socialization, shopping, eating-drinking, etc. activities, while generation z occupied the urban open spaces for activities such as entertainment, sports, spending time with friends, meeting, etc. It was found that when they spent time in spaces that offer adequate activities, the level of well-being improved. It was concluded that different generations occupied outdoor spaces for different purposes, performed different activities in these spaces and their well-being improved when they spend time in adequate spaces.
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Introduction

The group of individuals that were born in a particular period of time is called a generation. Generation is defined as a group of people who were born during the same period, sharing similar age, experiencing similar problems, fate and responsibilities. Sociological definitions of generation describe the concept as group of individuals who were born in certain period, affected by similar social, political and economic factors in the socialization process, assumed similar responsibilities due to similar conditions, and thus share common values, beliefs, expectations and behavior (Kon, 2017; Alpak et al., 2018; Glass, 2007; Inglehart, 1997). Nowadays, the term generation is generally used to emphasize the social or cultural structure of a period. Differences between generations are evident in every century, every period, and every époque. Intergenerational conflicts led to important social problems, the attempt of older generations to understand the new ones is very important for the society to live together and occupy a common space.

Auguste Comte initiated the scientific research on generation studies between 1830 and 1840. Comte suggested that generational deviations are forces that evolve in the historical process and social progress is possible only with the knowledge that one generation would transfer to the next (Comte, 1974). As the generations age, the behavioral characteristics of
individuals differ. This is called the ageing effect and explains the different behavior of different generations within the same timeframe. Each generation has its own history and knowledge that distinguishes it from other generations. This difference stems from the socio-cultural and political legacy of previous generations (Toruntay, 2011; Dereli and Toruntay, 2015).

Strauss and Howe (1991), who conducted generation studies based on the work by John Stuart Mill, August Comte and Karl Manheim, used the following criteria to describe the concept of generations:

- There should be a common historical period shared by the members of a generation. These individuals experience similar historical events and social trends when living the same periods of their lives.
- Generation members tend to share behavior and common beliefs, including attitudes such as taking risks, culture, values, professional and domestic life that were shaped by their experiences in childhood or adulthood.
- They are aware of the experiences and skills they share with their peers and share this belonging with the members of the same generation. Several studies demonstrated that individuals in different generations define the traits of their generation as original and unique, although these traits are not observed as such by others. Known and frequently used generations in recent history are classified as follows:
  - Traditionalists 1925-1945 (Lehto vd, 2006).
  - Generation Z (Millennial/Internet Generation) 2000-2020 (Haeberle et al., 2009; Kuran, 2010).

The classification of the generations in the 21st century included traditionalists, baby boomers, generations X, Y and Z. Individuals’ perceptions, expectations, priorities, perspectives on life, and ultimately their behavior vary based on time. The fact that individuals born on similar timeframe have similar characteristics and each generation have distinct characteristics led to the studies on the concept of generation and the characteristics of generations (Davis et al., 2006; Adıgüzel et al., 2014). Currently, there are at least 3 generations that must spend time together and occupy the urban spaces as peers. The conflicts between these generations are undoubtedly an important social issue. As spatial occupants, humans expect the space to be designed to meet their needs and satisfy their goals. Thus, designers should identify the changing spatial uses and preferences of several different groups. Children, young individuals and adults, i.e., generations x, y, and z are groups of occupants with different ages whose needs should be identified.

Ultimately, different generations have different demands, requirements and preferences. It is important to determine the differences between the generations to construct suitable designs for the occupants and create open spaces that the occupants could use, heal the occupants and increase their prosperity (Zhang et al., 2018). The present study aimed to determine the different needs of the generations x, y and z and the differences in outdoor
space use among these generations. Determination of the different uses and activities by different generations in urban open spaces was also aimed in the present study. Thus, design criteria for the open space occupancy by different generations were determined to design therapeutic and prosperous spaces for the occupants in order for the spaces to attract individuals of all current generations.

**Generation X and its attributes**

The generation X was defined as the generation born between 1965 and 1978 (Okay, 2001) in certain resources and between 1961 and 1980 (Arsenault, 2004) and between 1965 and 1979 (Families and Work Institute: 2002) in others. This generation was raised in a world where the economy was in decline and a completely different value system was constructed (Acar, 2010). The decisive events for this generation were the Challenger Disaster in the US, divorces, AIDS, Sesame Street, MTV, Game Boy, and the first personal computers (Pekala, 2001). X generation possess a lower level of communication skills and technology knowledge when compared to younger generations (Elmore, 2011; Jianrui, 2011). Their technology knowledge is generally limited to general skills such as e-mailing and online job search. They are usually children of working parents and are defined as “latchkey kids” in various studies since they grew up with house keys hanging on their necks (FWI, 2002). They learned to grow up on their own and going home from school alone (Toruntay, 2011).

In this period, oil crisis, economic shocks, the generation of ‘68, university revolts, political conflicts and television were the most important events in Turkey. Women began to participate in the labor activities in this period in Turkey. Parents started to have fewer children for a better life. They focused more on finance and individualism gained importance (Mengi, 2011).

Generation X is often described as indifferent and aimless. Researchers argued that this may be due to a phenomenon derived from a collective cynicism among Generation X, a generation who witnessed more violent and negative events with the introduction of television into homes (Wolburg, 2001; Smola and Sutton, 2002). They tend to take more risks and question authorities such as common rituals and traditions when compared to previous generations, as well as being family-oriented, self-confident, open-minded and fun-loving (Zhang and Bonk, 2010; Etlican, 2012). Generation X is defined as a generation that is compliant with the rules, with a strong sense of belonging, respect for authority, loyal and hardworking. this age range, they experienced a feeling of alienation as a result of being the first generation to witness the divorce of their parents (Montana and Petit, 2008).

According to Elmore (2011), members of Generation X do not endeavor to understand other generations. They usually work to live. Furthermore, this generation witnessed a number of inventions and discoveries. The members of the generation X, who opened their eyes to the world with washing machines with a roller press, transistor radios, cassette players and turntables, experienced several transformations. Specifically, they tried to adapt to the transformation to computer systems and the changing business processes due to technological advances. Today, they are 22% of the population in Turkey (URL 2).

**Generation Y and its attributes**

The generation y was defined as the generation born between 1981 and 2000 in certain resources (Arsenault, 2004), between 1980 and the present (Families and Work Institute, 2002), between 1979 and 2001 (Pekala, 2001), and between 1982 and 2004 (Strauss and
Howe, 1997) in others. This generation has different names such as Millennials, Generation Next, Digital Generation, Echo Boomers and Nexters (Morgan and Ribbens, 2006).

The principal events of the period that affected the generation y in Turkey included increasing terrorist acts, the Gulf War, Iraq War, the Internet, globalization and mobile phones (Aktan, 2011). Similar to generation x, generation y had working parents. However, the age of parenthood increased to 27. This generation, which had quite different parents when compared to previous generations, had more active parents who had a more active role in raising their children under better conditions, their education and safety. Members of Generation Y are the children of parents who regularly check the children’s grades, question bad grades, meet their teachers, and visit the school frequently. The generation y, who had to defend themselves against their parents constantly on issues they failed, learned how to deal with the system at an early age (Wendover, 2001; Zempke et al., 2013).

Generation Y, the busiest generation ever, were raised with micro programs by their overprotective parents and grew up within close relationships, however they are still the most stressed generation ever (Raines, 2002). In the literature, the parents who monitor this generation closely and are constantly around are called “Helicopter Parents” (Howe and Strauss, 2007). Globalization also had a great impact on this generation. This generation is the first generation to be born to Internet with the highest daily interaction with different ethnicities and cultures, and its members possess more cultural richness when compared to previous generations. They grew up under the media and commercial influences since their birth, and thus possess higher brand awareness when compared to their parents. When the economic conditions of the members of this generation are compared, it is observed that the difference between the members with high and low purchase power is the greatest among the studied generations (Toruntay, 2011). Sheahan (2005) defined the generation y as the generation that could easily express their thoughts and emotions, who love social relationships and with high emotional intelligence.

This generation in Turkey that includes young adults who are free-spirited, adaptable, fickle, well-educated, technology-oriented and like to defy the authority live in a period where the impact of globalization are felt intensely and economic and intercultural interaction is at a maximum due to the facilities available (Türk, 2013). It was claimed that this generation is approximately three times larger than the Generation X (Schroder and Warren, 2005). 35% of the population living in Turkey currently are the members of this generation (TUDK). In Turkey, there are more Generation Y members when compared to the total population in several European countries (Toruntay, 2011).

**Generation Z and its attributes**

This generation is believed to include individuals who are born between 2000 and 2020 and will join the labor force within the next 5 years (Kuran, 2010).

Generation Z children live in a society where novel technological means of communication and transportation are in abundance. They could communicate with each other via verbal or even visual communication using digital tools even when they live far away. The members of this generation play with tablet computers instead of toys, are fast-consuming, and have the ability to multitask. Unlike previous generations, although they are considered as ‘network’ youth, they are estimated to be physically alone and tend to live alone since they could communicate in long distance. Since their multitasking skills are extremely developed, they are considered as the generation with the highest motor skill synchronization such as manual, sight and auditory skills (Toruntay, 2011). According to
Senbir (2004), this generation would be open to technology, and will not consider technology as a tool, but as a natural part of life.

However, it is considered that these advantages could turn into disadvantages due to attention and concentration difficulties. They like creative activities. Their long-term memory could be activated through games, storytelling and imagination rather than memorization. They are result oriented. Since the members of this generation are unsatisfied, unstable and innate consumers, it is considered that the concept of authority is not important in their lives. The networks they live in since their birth would play a major role in their identity.

This generation that includes the children born after 2000 in Turkey is also called the ‘Crystal Generation’. Experts consider this generation as ‘deeply emotional’ and it includes 17% of the Turkish population (Adıgüzel et al., 2014). It is estimated that the share of generation z in the Turkish population reached 18.000.000 in 2015. Since they dislike hierarchy and are open to communications, it is considered that they would alter the organizational structures of the spaces they live in and work. Children who are the members of this generation expect everything to be personalized (Toruntay, 2011). The fact that their high education level, their independence and individuality would increase their creativity, their immediate honesty could lead to a motivated environment, the decrease in intergenerational differences, their social character and openness to communications, leading to a good understanding of each other, destruction of geographical borders due to the Internet, their higher self-expression levels could be considered among the positive attributes of this generation. Similarly, the disloyal, nondriven and unambitious, and fickle characteristics of the generation z and their desire to personalize everything could be considered among the negative attributes of this generation (Toruntay, 2011). It is also expected that they would have several diplomas and become experts, and would be innovative, malcontent and indecisive.

As a result, previous study findings demonstrated that there are different personality development, requirements and perceptions of these three generations. Thus, are the outdoor activities that these 3 generation occupants with different attributes conduct or desire to conduct different? The present study aimed to answer this question. Whether the well-being levels of the occupants increase when they spend time in spaces adequate for different activity requirements was another question that the present study aimed to respond.

Materials and methods

The study area included the outdoor spaces in the Eastern Black Sea Region and Trabzon province. Trabzon was established in early 2000’s BC at the beginning of the historic Silk Road, which passes through Erzurum and reaches the Iranian border, connecting Europe and Asia. Trabzon, which is an important historical city, possesses several cultural assets due to its location. This led to the privileged position of Trabzon province among Eastern Black Sea Region provinces (Fig. 1).

Application

A survey was conducted with 210 Trabzon residents from the generations x, y, and z (70 individuals from each generation) in urban open spaces. The survey form included two sections. In the first section, different generation occupants were provided a list of activities
and they were asked to mark the most frequent activity they conduct in open spaces. The second section was designed to determine the correlation between space occupancy and well-being of the occupants. In this section, the following statements were tested with 5-point Likert attitude scale (5 = very frequently, 1 = never):

- I feel happy when I can conduct different activities that suit my needs in spaces.
- I feel happy when the spaces provide facilities for the activities I desire to conduct.
- I feel better in spaces that allow me to conduct active activities.
- I feel better in spaces that allow me to conduct passive activities.
- The activities I conduct in urban spaces make me happy.

Snowball sampling was used to select the survey participants. This method starts with the selection of a subject based on the research criteria and the other subjects are accessed using the initially selected subject. The subject is asked to recommend someone or some people with the same characteristics (Lawrence, 2016). Thus, individuals in the adequate generation were accessed and 210 individuals (70 in each generation) were interviewed. Initially, demographic data about the 210 participants were obtained, then the activity preference rates for the generations were determined and One-way ANOVA was conducted to determine the differences between the distribution of activity levels of the generations in urban open spaces. In the second stage, the questions asked to determine the correlation between the activities in open spaces and occupant well-being was analyzed separately for each generation and percentage and mean values are presented. Then, t-test statistics were applied to determine the distribution of well-being level for each generation (x, y, z).

Findings and discussion

Demographic findings

The survey form included the age of the participants to determine their generation (Table 1).

Figure 1. Study area
Table 1. Participant demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation X</td>
<td>45-50</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44-40</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39-36</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation Y</td>
<td>35-31</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-26</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-19</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation Z</td>
<td>18-16</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16-14</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14-12</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activity findings

Gehl (1987, 2010) categorized the activities conducted in open spaces in three categories: compulsory activities, optional-selective activities and social activities:

- The compulsory activities include more or less obligatory and non-selective activities such as going to work, transportation, and waiting for someone. Since the activities in this group are mandatory, they occur under all conditions throughout the year. The participant has no right to choose.
- Optional activities are voluntary activities conducted when the time and space is suitable. The activities in this group take place only in favorable external conditions, when suitable whether and space are available. There is no obligation to conduct these activities and an individual conducts these activities completely voluntarily such as taking a walk.
- Social activities take place based on the other two types of activities and are also called “eventual activities.” Social activities are scrutinized in two categories: passive and active activities. Passive activities include short-lived and single superficial activities such as watching and listening to other people that one is not familiar with, watching the environment, reading newspapers or books, playing games such as backgammon, etc. (Gehl, 1987) These passive relations are important. Because the weak relationships established via the passive relations could be used as a first step in establishing a strong structural interaction (Peters et al., 2010). Active activities include activities where individuals interact with each other such as chatting, playing games, eating and drinking, sports, socializing, shopping and meeting.

In studies conducted to determine human behavior, attitudes and behavior, the optional and social activities that people conduct on their own without any requirement are investigated rather than the mandatory activities conducted without any choice. Various studies reported these activities conducted by occupants of various age groups in public open spaces (Bäckman and Rundqvist, 2005; Whtye, 1980; Mehta, 2007, 2009; Yuen and Chor, 1998; Kärrholm, 2008; Lofland, 1998). These activities included passive or active activities such as watching and listening to other people, talking, sitting with friends, chatting, reading newspapers, playing games, listening to street performers, etc. In the present study, behavior and attitudes of different generations, in other words age groups, were investigated. Thus, the present study scrutinized social and optional activities conducted in open spaces. The activities determined based on this
criteria included 15 activities (going out with friends, spending time with peers, sitting-resting, eating-drinking, spending time with family members, to breath the fresh air, shopping, walking, meeting with peers, viewing, reading books and newspapers, playing backgammon, playing games, socializing, having fun, playing sports, chatting) is provided in the question posed to determine the activities that the occupants from different generations conducted in urban open spaces and they were asked to mark the activity they conducted most. The highest value was observed for sitting-resting activity for generation x (22.9%). The highest value was observed for being with peers activity for generation y (28.6%). The highest value was observed for sports activities for generation z (24.3%) (Fig. 2).

**Figure 2. Activity distribution for generations x, y, and z**

Since the age range of generation x includes adults who are more serene when compared to the new generations, the preference for passive activities such as sitting-resting was higher among these individuals. According to Elmore (2011), members of the Generation X do not endeavor to understand generations other than their own. The fact that they are inclined to conduct activities alone increases the possibility that they would be challenged in crowded activities. This could explain why they preferred passive activities in the study. It was observed that the generation y members preferred to be among peers the most, since they are between the ages of youth and adulthood and due to the social attributes of the generation. It could be suggested that the fact that their lives are generally fast, versatile and extremely intense (Zhang and Bonk, 2010) could be due to their environment of growth where these rapid changes occurred. Thus, they live in fast, active and crowded environments to meet their expectations. This explains the fact that they preferred social activities conducted with their peers in the study. Finally, generation z preferred active activities the most since this group includes the youngest individuals between childhood and youth and the sportive activities were the most preferred activities. Because this generation has high self-esteem, and the fact that their parents cherished them and considered them different increase their self-esteem.
They are independent and free, there is nothing impossible for them (Haeberle et al., 2009). Thus, it was expected that they would prefer active activities in the study.

The One-Way ANOVA test conducted with SPSS (v. 17.0) software demonstrated that the distribution of the activity levels among different generations in urban open spaces was significant (Table 2).

**Table 2. Distribution of urban open space activities based on generations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td>138.867</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>69.433</td>
<td>3.383</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within groups</td>
<td>4248.657</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>20.525</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4387.524</td>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Occupant well-being findings**

In order to determine the correlation between the open space activities and occupant well-being, the answers provided to 5 questions by each generation were analyzed separately.

The generation X preferred to conduct passive activities with an average of 3.94, they were satisfied with the activities they conducted in urban outdoor spaces with an average of 3.80, they were satisfied with conducting various suitable activities with an average of 3.61, they stated that they were satisfied when the spaces allowed them to conduct the activities they desired with an average of 3.39, however their preference on conducting active activities was low with an average of 2.93. Since individualism and competitiveness are more important in this generation that prioritizes materialism (Reynolds et al., 2009), it was determined that they conducted more passive individual activities and their open space satisfaction was also high. The percentage graph for the answers of generation X members is presented in Figure 3.

**Figure 3. Percentages of the generation X responses**

Then, it was determined that the above-presented distribution of the generation X responses was significant based on the t-test results conducted with SPSS (v. 17.0) (Table 3).
Table 3. Distribution of the generation x responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>95% confidence interval of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>33.998</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.614</td>
<td>3.40, 3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>29.279</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.386</td>
<td>3.16, 3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>23.558</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>2.929</td>
<td>2.68, 3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>42.398</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.943</td>
<td>3.76, 4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s5</td>
<td>36.908</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.800</td>
<td>3.59, 4.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was determined that generation y was satisfied with the activities they conducted in urban outdoor spaces with an average of 3.96, preferred to conduct passive activities with an average of 3.56, they were satisfied with conducting various suitable activities with an average of 3.51, they preferred to conduct active activities with an average of 3.31, that is, the answers to all questions were at higher levels. As demonstrated with the literature review, peers and families are very important for Generation Y. They can come together very quickly due to their peer acceptance traits. This is the generation where the difference between the generations is felt the most. This is a technology-friendly, individualist, entrepreneurial, comfortable and globalized generation. Changes in living conditions introduced different preferences for this generation (Zempke et al., 2013). In the present study, it was determined that urban outdoor spaces have positive effects on their preferences and increase their well-being levels. The percentage graph for the answers of generation y members is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Percentages of the generation y responses
Then, it was determined that the above-presented distribution of the generation y responses was significant based on the t-test results conducted with SPSS (v. 17.0) (Table 4).

**Table 4. Distribution of the generation y responses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>95% confidence interval of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>32.213</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.514</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>29.936</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.486</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>31.034</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.314</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>32.111</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.557</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s5</td>
<td>37.822</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3.957</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was determined that generation z preferred to conduct active activities with an average of 4.26, they were satisfied with conducting various suitable activities with an average of 4.06, satisfied with the activities they conducted in urban outdoor spaces with an average of 4.03, they stated that they were satisfied when the spaces allowed them to conduct the activities they desired with an average of 4.00, and the responses to all questions were close to very high level, however their preference for passive activities was low with an average of 2.31. This was due to the fact that this generation is still very young and with active-mobile attributes. This generation is a fast-consuming generation. However, since they are familiar with the Internet, they are expected to develop the ability to deal with more than one subject at the same time (Senbir, 2004). The present study findings demonstrated that this generation preferred active activities due to their age group and they were happy when they conducted different activities and open spaces were effective on their well-being levels. The percentage graph for the answers of generation z members is presented in Figure 5.

**Figure 5. Percentages of the generation z responses to well-being questions**
Then, it was determined that the above-presented distribution of the generation z responses was significant based on the t-test results conducted with SPSS (v. 17.0) (Table 5).

Table 5. Distribution of the generation z responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>95% confidence interval of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1</td>
<td>45.879</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4.057</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>37.148</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3</td>
<td>49.747</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4.257</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s4</td>
<td>27.153</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>2.314</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s5</td>
<td>32.128</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4.029</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion and recommendations

In conclusion, the present study conducted to determine open space occupancies of three generations with different desires, requirements and preferences revealed the following results:

- The generation x predominantly preferred passive outdoor activities such as sitting-resting,
- The generation y predominantly preferred social activities such as being with their peers,
- The generation z predominantly preferred more active activities such as sports.
- It was determined that all three generation members were happy when they conducted activities that were adequate for their needs and when the spaces allowed activities that were adequate for their desires.
- It was observed that urban open space activities were satisfactory for the members of all three generations and increased their well-being.
- Generation x felt better when they conducted passive activities, generation y felt better when they conducted both passive and active activities, and generation z felt better when they conducted active activities.

The different preferences and occupations determined based on the generations should be used to develop user-friendly designs and to create functional outdoor spaces that are therapeutic and increase the well-being of the occupants. The study investigated the different requirements of generations x, y and z and to determine the differences between these generations in outdoor occupancy. The study also aimed to guide future designs by determining the outdoor occupancy types suitable for different generational groups and the activities preferred by these groups. The study findings are quite important to design open spaces that needs to be renewed, renovated or built and would appeal to all generations, thus would enable creation of adequate spaces to improve the health and well-being of the occupants.
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